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Informing curriculum design using genre analysis : 
A study of three genres in Japanese 
ELIZABETH THOMSON 
University of Wollongong 
17 
The nOlion that texts in Japanese can be described in terms ojlex/type or genre is not 
a new or novel approach. However, slich descriptions are not common. This paper 
presents a description of three genres in Japanese: the jactual news commenlmy, the 
hard news story and lhe soft news story. The descriptions have been informed by 
systemic functional linguistics, in particular by work 011 the system oj THEME 
(Halliday /994, Martin 1993, Mauhiessen 1995), thematic patterns oj progression 
(DaneS 1974, Fries 1983, Ghadessy /995) and generic structure potential (GSP) 
(Hasan 1996). The GSP representation o/the genres enables a direct comparison with 
simi/ar genres in English. Having knowledge of the differences between the 
realisations of genres in English and Japanese empowers teachers of Japanese as a 
foreign/second language to develop sensibly graded and sequenced reading and 
writing curricula based on appropriate linguistic research in/o the characteristics of 
authentic, contemporary Japanese language usage. 
Background 
The motivation for this study relates to my interest in developing learning/teaching 
resources for the teaching of reading and writing in Japanese. To my knowledge, there 
are very few textbooks for students of Japanese as a second/foreign language that 
model writing on the deconstruction of authentic, whole texts. This kind of textbook 
needs an underpinning of a body of linguistic research on text types or genres that 
describe the language features and stages of each type of text. This study is an attempt 
to contribute to that body of research. 
In this study the linguist ic too l of analysis is systemic functional (SF) grammar, 
a model of language based on the assumption that language is a fonn of social 
behaviour and that language is used to ach ieve social purposes (1-Ialliday 1978, p. 36-
39). FuthemlOre. our relationships and behaviour are dictated by cultural paradigms, 
that is, 'culture and language co-evolve in the same relationship as that in which, 
within language, meaning and expression co-evolve (Halliday 1992, p. 1 I). 
When using language to achieve a particular soc ial purpose, particular 
language choices are made. These choices are made in predictab le patterns. In other 
words, users of the language share a joint understanding of the language patterns used 
to ac hieve different purposes. These patterns have been termed genres and are defined 
as 'staged, goa l-oriented social process[es]' (Martin 1986, p. 246). 
In my role as a Japanese language teacher, I teach a number of different genres 
to students. Students are taught to read, and in some cases write, storytelling genres 
such as literary short stories and nursery tales, as well as factua l genres such as hard 
news stories, soft news stories and news editoria ls, and so on. Therefore, I chose 
examples of these genres to analyse, knowing thai my research could have immediate 
application in the development of learning/teaching resources for my classroom 
practice. 
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Within the field of systemic functional linguistics (SFL), some descriptive 
work has already been done on Japanese. Hori (1995) has looked at subjectlessness and 
honorifics in Japanese; Teruya (1998) has produced a study on the experient ial 
meta func tion (the component of the lexicogrammar I of Japanese that expresses 
experiences and happenings in the world); Sano (2003) has described the operation of 
the system of logico-semantic relations in expository writing; Fukui (1998) has 
des.cribed, in part, the interpersonal metafunction (the component of the lexicogrammar 
whIch enacls our social relationships with each other); while Tsukada (1999), 
Naganuma (2000), Thomson (2001, 2005) and Fukuhara (2002) have all contributed to 
an understanding of the textual meta function (the organising component of the 
lexicogrammar). 
It is the lexicogrammatical resources of the textual meta function that serve to 
organise the text into a coherent whole. The resources of cohesion, such as ellips is, 
subst itution, reference and conjunction, the assigning of newsworthiness or 
infomlation status, the selection of Theme, and patterns of thematic progression all 
contribute to the overall organisation ofa tex\. Different genres have different fo rnls of 
organisation. 
In this study the genres are described in terms of the particular configurations 
of the lexicogrammatical choices that contri bute to the textual organisation of each 
genre. Each genre is described in terms of the following characteristics: the choice of 
Theme, the kinds of experiential Themes, the thematic patterns of progression, the 
generic stages, and the language features specific to each stage. Each description is 
formu laically presented using generic stmcture potential notation. Using this kind of 
notation makes comparisons between genres and comparisons of the same genres 
across languages possible. This kind of cross- linguistic comparison provides 
information that can explain why second/foreign language learning may be easier o r 
~nore difficult depending on how similar genres are across languages. The assumption 
IS that the closer the target language genre is to the mother tongue genre, the easier it 
may be to learn the target language variety. This paper wi ll conclude with a brief 
discussion on the similarities and differences between the Japanese genres and their 
English counterparts, and how this may impact on students' learning and teachers' 
curriculum development. 
Methodology 
Tile corpus 
As mentioned in the previous section, the corpus of this study consists ofa se lection of 
written texts which are, or have been, taught in the Japanese language curriculum at the 
University of Wollongong. These are three different kinds of news stories that have 
been reproduced in Japanese language textbooks: the news commentary or editoria l, 
the hard news story, and the soft news story. The corpus is as follows: 
I. Kei=ai kish6dai - keisanki kara =uno e (Economic forecast - From the 
calculator to the brain), Asahi Shimbun (The Asahi Newspaper, evening 
edition, 2 November 1988), in Reading Japanese Financial Newspapers by 
I Lcxicogrammar refers to the words and structures of language, that is, the lexis and the 
grammar. 
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Association for Japanese Languagc Teaching (1991). (Rcferred to as Kei=ai 
in this paper.) 
2. CinkO /1i tanjii golO: sampatsu hassha: 200 mall-en ubatle loso (Armed bank 
robbery: three shots fired, robbers stole two million yen and fled), Mainichi 
Shimbun (The Mainichi Newspaper, I August 1980), in An Introduction 10 
Newspaper Japanese by Mizutani and Mizutani (1981). (Referred to as 
CinkO in this paper.) 
3. Samusa Ylirunde selsllbun (The cold eases and it is the bean-throwing 
festival), Nihon Kei=ai Shimbun (The Japan Economic Newspaper, 3 
February 1979), in An Introductiol110 Newspaper Japanese by Mizutani and 
Mizutani (1981). (Referred to as Setsublln in this paper.) 
Each text is reproduced in full in Japanese with its English translation in appendixes at 
the end of this paper. 
Kei=ai is an example of a news edi torial, Ginko is an example of a hard news 
story and SelslIbun is an example of a soft news story. The news editorial is an article 
that presents a point of view in relation to a news event or happening and is an example 
of a factual news commentary genre. A hard news story reports on significant events 
and happenings that may threaten the social order (Disadvantaged. School.s Program 
1994, p. 106), while a soft news story reports on events and happelllngs whIch portray 
the status quo in a positive, stable light (Disadvantaged Schools Program 1994, p. 149). 
Each text in the corpus was parsed into both clauses and Theme units (Theme 
units, or TUs, being a larger organising unit which forms a 'structural, co-referential 
un it in which the referent item is the first constituent in the unit') (Thomson 2001, p. 
76). Segmentation into Theme units enables the tracking of Theme and accounts for 
the frequent use of ell ipsis and clause chaining in Japanese (refer to Thomson 2005 for 
a detailed explanation). The text segmentation results are illustrated in Table 1. 
Table 1: The total number of clauses and Theme unit s in the corpus 
Text Clauses Theme units 
I. Kei=ai 36 23 
2. CinkO 25 12 
3. Selsllbun 19 12 
Total 80 47 
Each text was then analysed as follows: the first const ituent in each Theme 
unit was classified according to its transitivity role. 2 In other words, if the fi rst 
const ituent was a partic ipant, it was classified as an Actor, Sayer, Senser, etc. I ~ the 
first constituent was a circumstance, it was classified as a circumstance of place, tIme, 
manner etc. This is illustrated in Table 2. The Actor, hoka no nihatsu wa, is labelled 
the Th:me as it is the first constituent in the Theme unit. A Theme, in this case, is 
defined as' ' the element which serves as the point of departure of the message. The 
remainder of the message, the part in which the Theme is developed, is ca lled in 
2 Teruya ( 1998) is a detailed study of the transitivity system of Japanese and upon which the 
analysis in this paper is based. 
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Prague school terminology, the Rheme' (Halliday 1994, p. 37). Each Theme uni t 111 
each text was analysed in this manner. 
Table 2: 'The other two bullets hit the wall ' (from Ginko) 
hoka no nihatsu wa kabe IIi atalfa. 
The other two bullets the wall hit 
Participant: Actor Participant: Goal Material Process 
Theme Rheme 
Theme unit 
Quallfitative allalysis 
The identification of the Theme of each Theme unit enabled both a quantitative and 
qual itative study of the choice of Theme and revealed patterns of themat ic choices. The 
quantitative analysi s involvcd counting the different kinds of Themes. As can be seen 
from Table 3, there were three kinds of Themes. These were partic ipants, 
circumstances, and dependent clauses. Of these three kinds, the participants and very 
rarely. the occasional dependent clause, are sometimes elided. The elided Themes, 
which are labelled implicit Themes, are included in the quantitative analysis. The 
participant is the most common first position e lement, occurring 62% of the time. 
Typically, the participant occurs most frequently as a si ngle constinlent (38%), but a lso 
features in multiple combinations coupled with e ither textual elements 1 such as 
conjunctives, or interpersonal elements4 or as an impl icit const ituent. 
Table 3: Percentage of participants, circumstances and dependent clauses in first 
position in each text in the corpus 
Text Participant Circumstance Dependent 
clause 
I. Kei=ai 20/23' 2/23 1/23 
87% 9% 4% 
2. Gin/W 4/ 12 5112 3112 
33.5% 41.5% 25% 
3. Selsubun 5/ 12 5112 2112 
41.5% 41.5% 17% 
Total (%) 29/47* 12/47 6147 
62% 26% 12% . . • mcludcs Imphclt partiCipants occumng smgly or m comblll3tloEl with a textual or 
interpersonal element. 
On the other hand, if you look at the circumstances in Table 3, they occur 
much less frequently in first position, only 26% of the time. Circumstances occur both 
) A textual Theme is some kind of connective, such as a conjunction, ~'hikashi (but), or 
conjunctive clause, such 8 S to We 1110 (by this I mean). 
4 An interpersonal Theme is some kind of comment adjunct, such as kangaete IIIireba (thinking 
about it), or a modal adjunct. such as iya (no). 
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as single constituents and as part of a multiple con~ti tuency. The.re are no 
circumstances in the implicit category, in other words, Circumstances, If they are 
positioned initially. are always expl icitly stated. Simila.rly, :he freque?~y of depenodent 
clauses is a little less than that of circumstances, occurnng 111 fi rst pOSition only 12 Vo of 
the time. To sum up, the quantitative analys is highl i.gl~ts th~t in the corpus the most 
frequent ly se lected Theme is the participant. The part icipant IS therefore the unmarked 
Theme, that is, the ty pical choice of Theme. 
Qualitative allalysis .. . 
While it is useful to identify the unmarked Theme, the quantitative analYSIS. does not 
shed any light on the thematic choices .within e~ch. genre. However, by lookmg at the 
thematic choices within each genre, vanous qualitative patterns emerge. 
Patterns ofThemalic progression - Work by the Prague S~hoollinguist , Dane~ ( 1 97~) 
has shown that certain themat ic choices prod\lce particular patt~rns of the,:,atlc 
progression (TP). Three patterns relevant to this study are the contmuouS, the lmear 
and the derived thematic progression patterns. 
The continuous pattern occurs when the Theme remains .co.ns.tant acros~ cla~ses. 
In other words the same Theme is selected again and again. This IS Illustrated III Figure 
I. 
Figure 1: Continuous pattern of thematic progression 
• R, 
An example of this pattern from the corpus is provided in "!abl~ 4. Th.e Theme, Hula/i-
ken kei 110 shirabe de wa (According to the Fukui-ken pohce) IS contilluously selected 
across the three clauses. 
Table 4: An example of a continuolls pattern of thematic pr~gression (from Gillko) 
I'd d I fu foning as an implicit Theme are III brackets) (e I e e ements no. 
THEM E Rheme 
TU i. Hubi-ken kei no shirabe de wa --t 
hannin wa shinchO / 75 senchi 
12 
kurai, 
According r the Fukui Prefectural The suspect was about 175 cm tall 
Police. --t 
haiiro no shatsu 0 kite ori, ii. 
(According 10 the Fukui Prefectural (he) was wearing a grey shirt and 
~'I/. ;ce.) 1 --t shiroi to=anbO 0 kabute i/a 
111. 
(he) was wearing a white hat. (According to the Fukui PrefeC/Ul'aI 
Police,) 
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The linear pattern occurs when a new Theme is introduced which originates from a 
previous Rheme. This is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Figure 2: Linear pattern of thematic progression 
An example of this linear pattern from the corpus is provided in Tab le 5. In this 
example, jurai no kompyiitii (current computer technology) is picked up from the 
Rheme of Theme unit 8 and selected as the Theme ofTU 9. 
TUB 
TU9 
Table 5: An example of linear thematic progression (from Kei=ai) 
Kono nylira to Jaji; WO, 
These neuro·computers and 
fuzzy logic 
i. Jiira; "0 mOllO wa 
ji/raj no /wm u/ii 10 ki!Jonteki l1i k%natte 
iru. 
diffi ndamentally from current computer 
chnolo 
nan-jukkai, nan-byakllkai to shigoto 0 
sasele mo, ... ..... . 
Current computer technology no matter how many times you te ll it to do 
somethin ........ . 
The derived pattern occurs when a number of new Themes are derived from a previous 
Rheme. In other words these new Themes are a part of some whole or some 
superordinate classification system. This is illustrated in Figure 3. 
Figure 3: The derived pattern of thematic progression 
[TJ 
T, __ ~. R, ~ 
An example of this pattern from the corpus is provided in Table 6. The Rheme contains 
the fact that there were three bullets fired in the robbery. sampatslI hassha. The 
subsequent Themes are derived from this Rheme. It is these patterns along with the 
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kind of partic ipant and kind of circumstantial Themes that in part serve to identify the 
stages within each genre and the nature of the genre itself. 
Table 6: An example of a derived pattern of thematic progression (from GinkO) 
TU2 Yoshillo-san go odoroite pisu/oru 0 sampatsu hassha. 
rachiogallo totan h~/otS. 
When Mr Y stood UD 
TU3 Uchi ippatsu wa -- r ~oru honorelo Yosh;no-son no "u/rue One bullet no ue 0 genkin uke=ara 11; meieh«. hit le cash tray on Mr Yoshino's desk which was 
out 5 m awav. 
TU4 Hoke no nihatsu wa " 
kabe ni aralia 
The other bullets hit the wall. 
Generic structllre potential - In describing the genres. I am lLsing the generic structure 
potential (GS P) notation developed by Hasan and applying it to Japanese: By .way of 
brief explanation. the GSP is an abstract categorisation that attempts to Id~ntJfy and 
label the kinds of generic structures which are possib le or which may potenllally occur 
in a set of texts occurring in certain contextual environments. Hasan's GSP is vcry 
useful in capturing the stages in a. concise. fonnulaic manner. Th~ structure i ~cludes 
obl igatory and optional components. Hasan claims that provIded all obhg~t~ry 
structures are present in a text, it can be considered an instance of the genre. In addItIOn, 
the inclusion of optional components allows for the possibi lity of variation between 
texts that are instances of a particular genre. 
In Hasan's study. the nursery tale was investigated and illustrated using GS P 
notation as follows: 
~ 
I«Placemcnt>") Initiating event"' ) Sequent event'" Final event , "'(Finale)· (Moral»)s 
The fo llowing section aims to describe the qualitat ive patterns arising from the 
choice of Theme in each text. The descriptions paint a structural configuration of each 
of the genres. These configurations are thus available as models for the teaching of the 
genres in Japanese. 
The genres 
Tile news commentary . 
The news commentary genre is a factual genre and is closely related to the falml~ of 
persuasive genres, such as exposition and discussion. However, it is only found In a 
media context, typically written as a newspaper article. 
5 Round brackets (), indicate optionali ty; angled brackets < >, indicate interspe.rsed placement; 
square brackets r 1, indicate the limit of the mobility of the elements; the carat s~gn ..... stands for 
'is followed by'; the raised dot·, indicates reversibil ity; while the curved arrow mdlcates 
iteration of that element (Hasan 1996, p. 54) 
,.. 
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Social purpose - The socia l purpose of the news commentary article is 'to present a 
view or judgement regarding an issue' (Disadvantaged Schools Program 1994, p. 78). 
The Kei=ai article is a staged news commentary presenting the claim that the role of 
computers in society is about to increase as a result of new technological developments. 
It is an example of a factua l genre thai sets oul to present an argument. This news 
commentary article appears in a regular feature section of the paper ofTering editorial 
comment on economic developments, thus the generic headline, Kei=ai kishOdai 
(Economic forecast). However, the actual headline orlhis story is Keisanlc; /cara =lIno e 
(From the calculator to the brain). 
Stages - Kei=ai lcishOdai has clear stages. Following the Headline, the second slage is 
the Orientation stage (Theme units 1- 7), which consists of the first two paragraphs in 
the story. Next, there are two Argument stages (Theme units 8- 13 and Theme units 
14- 17) consisti ng of one paragraph each. This leads on to the Thesis Statement or 
claim (Theme units 18- 21), which logically arises out of the two preceding arguments. 
The Thesis Statement stage is reiterated more strongly in the final paragraph, which 
serves to restate or reiterate the Thesis (Theme units 22- 23). This is illustrated in the 
GSP notation: 
Headline A Orientation A Argument 1 A Argument 2" Thesis" Reiteration of Thesis 
The Orientation stage functions to orient the reader to the faci that onsei-ninshiki no 
gijutsu (voice-recognition technology or VRT) has been around for years but is not 
widespread. It points to how a promising new development may assist in the wider use 
of VRT. This new development has two characteristics. These are firstly , an abi lity to 
learn through nyuro (neuron-like processing capability) and second ly, an ability to 
judge difference through fajii (fuzzy logic). In this Orientation stage, paragraph one 
introduces VRT, while paragraph two introduces n)'llro andfajii. This stage thus sets 
up the two subsequent arguments. Argument 1 functions to introduce the characteristic 
of nyiiro and compares old technology with new, while Argument 2 functions to 
introduce the characteristic offajii comparing again, old technology with new. There is 
a parallel in terms of stnlcture between these two stages. They both have textual 
conjunctives that e laborate through restatement such as tsunlari (that is) and to ill kOIO 
wa (in other words). 
Following on from Argument 2, the Thesis Statement stage functions to state 
the writer's claim, in this case, the claim is that, 'due to neuro-processi ng and fuzzy 
logic, "the computer" is going to change considerably'. The final stage, the Reiteration 
of the Thesis, functions to amplify the Thesis. In this case, the claim is made stronger 
by aligning these features of nYllro and fajii with the capability of humans thereby 
strengthening the claim that the role of computers in society, given their new, human-
like characteristics, will increase. In summary, this text is staged in such a manner as to 
present a claim and s!lpport that claim by two arguments. 
Themes - As mentioned previously, the unmarked Theme across the corpus is the 
participant. Correspond ingly, the dominant choice of Theme in this text is the 
participant. .Eighty-seven per cent of the Themes were participants - either Actors, 
Goals, Carners and Identifieds (Teruya 1998). This most like ly relates to the fact that, 
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in persuasive writing, arguments in support of claims are built up around participants. 
Since the article is about voice-recognition technology, the Themes are predominantly 
the participants related to that topic. 
The other kinds of Themes evident in this text are circumstances and 
dependent clauses. The circumstantial Themes are purposive and causa l, and are 
critical to the rhetorical structuring of the claim being made by the writer. The one 
clausal Theme in Theme unit 23 sels up the cond ition in which computers will change 
and is the final Theme in the Reiteration of the Thesis stage. Aga in, this Theme is 
serving to develop the rhetorical structure of the text. 
Anot her featu re of the Themes of this text is that, apart from the first Theme, 
all Themes have al ready been introduced to the reader earl ier in the texts and are 
construed as 'given' infonnation. In a sense, this ensures that there are no surprises for 
the reader. 
Patterns of thematic progression - The article appears to have two patterns of 
thematic progression: continuous and linear. These arc illustrated in Table 7. The 
continuous type dominates, appearing in all the stages except the Reiteration of Thesis 
stage. However, the linear pattern operates at the point in the Orientation when the two 
features of nyllro andfa}ii are introduced in the Rhemes of paragraph 2 and then in the 
Thesis Statement stage when the editor makes the claim thai things will change. 
Essentially, the continuous pattern enables the development of the reader's 
understanding of VRT, while the linear pattern serves to develop the writer's rhetorical 
structure. The thematic progression patterns not only serve to organise the paragraphs 
but they also link the paragraphs to each other as the text unfolds. 
Table 7' Patterns of thematic progression in Keizai ,
[Soii' Pm Th~m' '''-, Th,m" I Th,~ I 
TU I " G,""" ,,"" " ,.,"'", 
~~. 
, , ;;;;' 
TU' ,h""O ,hi~'" 
I , 
- TU) llmplicit: ' " " 
1 ' ! - '1] 
, , . shahelle 
SI)1I0 nl(lm(l hllllshu ga uthi 
• das(lrereba. "ita; IIi yOl1'a/ hilo 11'(1 ~ 
TU' I 7 
TU' 7 ;." 
IU. ' "'')pjI'' " 
" 
, nillshiki 
• N - . Shabem -$ ... no (alii/COO 0 nyUro de • • ~,w."m." ;; ~
~ • TIJ " ;,:;;-' ~'~; , ,d<~""" , • 0 ~ "i., 
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TU8 
TU9 , 
1-,1 T=UJ I"'+-O---l-~ 
; , 
• , 
~ 
< 
N • , 
• ,
f 
, 
E • • 
1 TU" 
TU" I' ; 
_In" 
1 TU" .. I -:~~ -I~ froIo 
11 TU 16 I~. 
~ TU 17 
TU 18 
TU 19 
1 TU20 
} TUli 
TU 21 
adjunct 
clause 
Tile !tard news story 
1"" 
I ,~ 
; ,,,0, 
.. ; ""r<' 
~ ~. - t: AClor · ,,," 
?" .. , .mA • 
Conditional clause 
nyiiro lofqjil nl yoru 
_I ninshiki no 
gijutsu go kokuritsu 
It 
, 
1 ",,,",k,,,, 
I';'''';," 
- <0" 
, 
iru. 
,," "'". 
, -
-
$ama::lIma ni shot'; shi. nwchigai 
naga,." I/JO gO/ills/IIi shilt shidal ni 
kashikolw'/(I,.II. 
" 
'" 
I 'I '~II'l' ~ 
lI'U lehidan ., 
The hard news story is the kind of news story we expect to read in a newspaper. It is 
what w.e are ~aught culturally to want to know about. As a result, hard news stories 
appear In ,the Important sections of the newspaper, such as the front page and the world 
news section. 
?ocfa' pllrJX!Se -. The social purpose of the hard news story is to chronicle events and 
mdlcate their socIal relevance, 'to foreground those events which threaten the social 
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order, list the consequences of those events, and portray events through the eyes of 
those people and institutions which are tokens of social stabi lity and instruments of 
crisis resolution' (Disadvantaged Schools Program 1994, p. 106). The hard news story, 
Gink6 n; lanjli go/a: sampalslI hassha, 200 man-en llballe /oso (Anned bank robbery: 
three shots fired, robbers stole two million yen and fled) recounts the events of a bank 
robbery in Fukui City and reports on the features of the robbery and the characteristics 
of the robber. 
Stages _ The article has clear stages. The first stage is the two-part headline that 
summarises the entire article. The body of the article serves to elaborate the details and 
can be divided into four stages. Each of these stages is a discrete paragraph, in the 
sense that they each relate back to the headline but not to each other. They stand as 
'satellites' (D isadvantaged Schools Program 1994, p. 106) to the headline. These 
satell ites organise into two sets. The first set recolll1fs the robbery, with Satellite I 
(Theme unit 1) recounting the robber's actions, while Satellite 2 (Theme units 2- 6) 
recounts the events in the bank. The second pair of satell ites reports on the robbery, 
with Satellite 3 (Theme unit 7- 11) reporting on the conditions in the bank, and Satellite 
4 (Theme unit 12) reporting on the description of the robber. This is illustrated in the 
GSP notation. The GinkiJ article has four satellites: two recounting and two reporting: 
Headline 1\ Satellite 1 1\ Satellite 2 1\ Satellite 3 1\ Satellite 4 
Themes _ Unlike the news commentary, which has predominantly participant Themes, 
this text has an equal spread of participant and circumstantial Themes of about 40% 
each. The participant Themes are sl ightly less frequent (33.5%) than the c ircumstantial 
Themes (41.5%) The remaining 25% is made up of dependent clauses of time. In other 
words, there are more Themes to do with the circumstances of the robbery than there 
are to do with the people involved. This is a very different pattern 10 the news 
commentary. In ract, each satellite begins wilh either a circumstantial Theme or a 
dependent clause of time Theme. The news article is built around the c ircumstances of 
the event rather than the people and their actions. In doing this, the participants in the 
texts, the robber, the employees and the customers are all introduced in the Rhemes 
and are thereby given newsworthy status. The reader thus attends to the actions and 
featu res of the participants. This is achieved through the choice of Themes of 
circumstance. A further featu re to note is that the sate llites conflate with the 
paragraphing of the text, beginning and ending at the same place. There are four 
satellites and four paragraphs. 
Patlerns of thematic progression - An interesting feature of the patterns of thematic 
progression in the GinM text is the fact that each satell ite is isolated from the other 
satellites. This isolation is brought about by patterns of thematic progression that occur 
within each satellite, rather than between the satellites. This is illustrated in Table 8. 
Satellites I and 2 are made up of internal 6 continuous TP patterns, 
foregrounding circumstantial and episodic infonnation. This is briefly interrupted by 
6 ' Intemal' in this case means 'internal to the paragraph'. 
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and Selsubull (the bean-throwing festival). This 'given' infonnation is repeated in the 
Rhemes of the Orientation stage. Yet the Rheme is where the salient, newsworthy 
infornlation (typically the 'new' infonnation) (Halliday 1994, p. 300) is located. The 
reason why 'given' infornlation is located in the Rheme most likely lies in the social 
purpose of the soft news story. It functions to exemplity our socia l values, and to work 
to stabil ise and perpetuate our culluml pmctices. Therefore, the national event, 
Selsubun, needs to be placed in the most salient, newsworthy pos ition in the Theme 
unit. This is the Rheme. The reader is reminded of the cultuml importance of the 
festiva l, of its socially stabilising significance. The fact that the Themes of the first 
stage of the news story do not originate from the headl ine may be a defining linguistic 
characterist ic of the soft news story in Japanese. This is unlike the hard news story, 
which typically has given Themes and new Rhemes. 
Pal/ems of thematic progression - As with the other news stories, the Themes within 
the Setsubun article organise into patterns of thematic progression (TP). These patterns 
are illustrated in Table 9 and are rather different to the patterns described in the Gin1c6 
story. The stages in Setsubun are Jess isolated from each other and th is is due to the 
presence of TP patterns between the satellites; however, they do have internal TP 
patterns as well. 
These interna l TP patterns tend to be of the linear type. For example, the first 
c ircumstantial Theme in Theme unit 4, kono y6ki no naka (in this climate) originates 
from the Rheme of Theme unit 2. However, the more interest ing TP patterning is the 
external continuous TP patterning occurring between the stages in the Setsublln news 
story that serves to link the Themes of the stages. For example, there are three links 
between stages: TU I links to TU 5; TV 4 links to TV 5 and TV 10 links to TV 12. In 
Ihis third case, it is a participant Theme, mame (beans), which traverses the stage 
boundary. This enables the journalist to make a comment in relation to the thematised 
beans. The point 10 be made here is that these Themes are being picked up across 
slages, thereby establishing a link between stages rather than working to keep the 
stages isolated. 
It appears from the analysis thai the stages of SeJsubun have closer thematic 
li nks with each other than do the stages of Gil1kO. 
= 
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Table 9' Patterns of thematic progression in the Setsub,m news story . 
Stages Para· Theme Theme Theme unit Rheme 
era phs unit 
Para. I TU I Participant Theme setslIbllll 
'Circumstance of time in 
Satellite I disguise' 
(Orientation): mikkawa 
The national TU2 Circumstance of lace - ao::ora go hi/'ogori, 
bean-throwing hobo zenJwkuJeki I samusa 1110 II/rIll/de 
festival 
TUJ Circumstance of Isccj/a koto 0 IIllide Ie IIi 1II0lSil 
Isiiki"kyalw no n am 0 hiro mo. 
TU4 i. Circwnstance /c. selsllblln-sai 110 gyo)i go contingency nig;yaka ni okollaware/a. ii. Circumstance 
kono ),ok; no nak 
::enkoJwlcakuchi )injaya 
01 adewa 
Para. 2 TU5 i. ircumstance 0 place s:nSi5jl~ 
ii. ~ircumstance f time m yoru mamema I 
SatclUtc 2 To r.tyo Asakllsa n Senso)i okonmvare/ 
(Event de wo. konG hi po:en 
Description): TU6 Panicipam: Actor 570 ~)Iljilli Thc Sensi) children wearing the amin~l'imoll m~e m· • . 
tempk festival enjihllklt '10 ue ni sei::orol. Na/callllse dOTl 
event kamiah/mo 0 kikondo en)i o nigiyaka ni koshin 
570 nin wa shi/e Senso)i hondo mae 
~1o~n~e no hait/a masll 
o norm 
TU7 Episodic clause Vyoiyo mamemaki. 
sensei no "byOki.va kega 0 
malte kuru ani a g .. :~ 
lai)i shimasM" fo ill 
sets,wlOJ 110 hanashi 0 ilo 
ata 
TU8 Ep;sodk cia,,; ~ shokllin ga~~(lka. 
"ItO w)"toillon' lokoem, olli. atroni ga h 0 no 
hailta tep'!...8# arerll to kanabO 0 m e toio. 
TU9 C;<e'''mst7f mann<:, ~'ana "osalO. 
IsseI III hll W{J I/chi" no koe go 
atta. 
TV 10 Parti;~;: Actor / pachipachi to Icokimi 
clrikar. ippai ~a Ie yokll oni ni afari, 
"'0 
TV 11 Pa~cipant7tor - lIosao shira agekl/, 
onlwa kOsa1/. 
TV 12 Participant: Existent - sl/gu ni naln.mafta. 
yOj shila 78 kira 110 maJ1 , 
Satcllite 3 ma 
(Journalist's 
comment} 
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Generalising the features of the three texts 
If we take these three texts as typical instances of their respective genres, then we can 
extrapolate th~t other simila.r instances may have a similar structure. By gelleralising, 
we can predict the genenc stages or elements of a genre and represent them 
formulaically. 
Generally speaking, we can identify the social purpose, the generic stmcture 
potential and the id.entifying lang~age features of each genre based on the exemplar 
lexls. These generalised configurations are outlined in Table 10 as follows: 
Table 10: Generalised genre descriptions 
Genre News commentary 
Social To present a view or judgement in relation to an issue 
purpose 
GSP Hcadline"Orie~I"Arguments"Thesis 
Statement"Reitcration of Thesis 
Language • selects participant Themes more than 85% of the time 
features • displa~~ stage~ similar to the stmcture of an analytical 
exposItiOn, a kmd of persuasive genre 
• method of deve lopment is predominantly organised around 
the participant which is, typically, 'given ' 
• few circumstantial Themes are either conditional or causa l a 
predictable choice for a persuasive type of text ' 
• stages are linked using both continuous and linear TP 
natterns, with the continuous Dattem dominating. 
Genre Hard news 
Social To chronicle events and indicate their social relevance I Durnose 
GSP Headline" Headline Dc~ent Satellites 
Language • selects Themes that relate to circumstantial information such 
features as circumstances of Time and Place or dependent c1au~es of 
time and place 60% of the time. In other words the 
organisation of the genre centres on the circumstanc~s in 
which newsworthy events are described 
• se lects participant Themes 40% of the time 
• selects mostly given Themes and opens with a multiple 
circumstantial Theme 
• devel?p~ each sate llite as an independent paragraph either 
functlOllIng to recount or to report the event linking directly 
back to the Nucleus. 
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Genre Soft news 
Social To record in a positive light the cu lturally significant, socially 
purpose stabil ising events that maintain the status quo 
GSP Headline"Orientation" Event description "Com ment 
Language • selects circumstantial Themes that include dependent clauses 
of time and place 60% of the time with the remaining 40% features 
being participant Themes. This indicates that the genre is 
developed around the circumstances of the event being 
described 
• locates 'given ' information in the Rheme of the opening 
Theme units as a means of drawing the reader's attention to 
the importance of the cultural event in the ir lives 
• uses patterns of continuous thematic progression (TP) to 
make links between the stages of the text as well as build 
cohesive links within the staues. 
A comparison of the realisations of the genres in English and Japanese 
Using the generalised GSP representations of each of the news genres, it is also 
possible to make a tentative comparison with the same genres in English. 
According to work done by the NSW Department of School Education 
(Disadvantaged Schools Program 1994), the structure of the three kinds of ncws stories 
in English is as follows: the news commentary story consists of an Orientation stage 
which is followed by a Thesis Statement stage in which the editor makes their claim. 
Following on from this stage are the Argument stages, which support the claim and 
provide evidence. The final stage is a Conclusion, which restates the claim. This 
stmcture is represented using GSP notation as follows: 
Orientation" Thesis," Arg~s" Concluding Restatement of Thesis 
Similarly, according to the same research, the hard news genre in English 
consists of a Nucleus followed by satellites. The Nucleus consists of the Headline, 
followed by a Lead Statement - a synopsis of the story. The satellites are a series of 
segments that are unconnected to each other but which connect directly to the Nucleus, 
that is, to the Headline and Lead Statement. This structure is represented using GSP 
notation as follows: 
Nucleus 
,-_A,-_ 
He'dline + Lead Stdtement 
" Satellites 
-------===~-'"~----------r <7= ... 
" Lead Development Satellites "(wrap up) 
Further, the media observation soft news genre in English consists of an 
Orientation to the time and place of the event, which is followed by an Event 
Description stage thaI recounts the event. This is then followed by a final Comment 
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stage in which journalists insert their evaluations or judgements on the event. This 
structure is represented using OSP notation as follows: 
Headline" Ol'ientllltion " Event Description" Comment 
By representing the structure of each genre using OSP, the similarities and differences 
between their realisations in English and Japanese can be identified as illustrated in 
Table II. 
Table 11: Realisations ofeach genre in English and Japanese 
The news commentarY 
In English 1 Headline"Orientation"Thesis~ents"Reiteration of Thesis 
In Japanese I Readlinc"Orientation" Arg"'6:d\cl s"Thesis"Reiteration of Thesis 
The hard news story 
In English I Headline"Lcad Statement"Lead Development SateIlites"(wrap uDl 
In Japanese I HeadIinc"Headline Developmen ites 
Tbe soft news story 
In Engl ish I Headline"Orientation"Event Description"Comment 
In Japanese L Headline"Orientation"Event Description"Comment 
The difference between the realisation of the news commentary genre in 
Japanese and in English appears to be in the location of the Thesis stage. In English, it 
occurs before the Argument stages, while in Japanese it occurs after the Argument 
stages. 
In the hard news story genre, the difference between English and Japanese 
seems to be related to the Lead Statement, which does not occur in Japanese. Instead, 
the headline in Japanese is long and detailed, relying on kanji to supply a synopsis of 
the story as the second part of the headline. Also, there does not appear to be a 'wrap 
up' stage in the hard news story although this may occur in other stories. 
Finally, there appears to be no significant difference between the soft news 
media observation story in Japanese and English. They share the same stages in the 
same order of appearance. 
Implications for teaching 
Having knowledge of the differences between the reali sations of the three genres in 
Engl ish and Japanese empowers teachers of Japanese as a foreign/second language to 
develop sensibly graded and sequenced reading and writing curricula. For example, 
knowing that the soft news media story in English and Japanese share the same stages 
and the same ordering means that it may be an easier kind of genre for a beginner 
student to read and write. In other words, the greater the difference between the 
realisations of the genres, the more difficult the genre is for students to grasp. This 
therefore suggests that the more difficult genres should be reserved for the more 
advanced courses. 
Similarly, knowing the kinds of language features that are characterist ic of 
each genre enables the development of graded and sequenced lessons. For example, the 
characteristics that are found throughout a genre should be taught first, followed by the 
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specific characteristics of the particular stages within a gen~. It is easier to ~each the 
general characteristics and then move onto the more speCific language chOIces. w.e 
have seen that the hard and soft news stories usc the plain form ?fthe past ~ense,.that IS 
- ta and daffa fonns. 1·lard and so ft news are two useful, authentiC contexts III which the 
plain form of the past tense is used in contemporary Japanese and should tl.l~ refore be 
used to model that feature of the gram~ar. Simi larly, both genres use I hemes of 
circumstance around which the news stones are developed. Students can be taught to 
predict this characteristic when they ar.e reading. and taught to construct these patterns 
when they are writing. In this fashion, curncula that are developed around the 
linguistic characteristics of authentic texts will ensure students of Japanese. are ex~osed 
to relevant and sequenced Japanese texts in. rca~- l ife ~ontexts . By way of IIlustratlo?, .I 
have taken the hard and soft news stones III thiS study and. de~e1oped a mllll-
curriculum for the teaching of reading and writing of news stone~ m Japanese (see 
Table 12). Firstly, the curricu lum is sequenced and graded ac.cordmg to the features 
that both the hard and soft news stories share, and then the easIer genre, Ih~ soft news 
' d 'b d Aga"n the features common to the soft news are described before story, IS cscn e . , . . d · 
the features specific to each stage are introduced. The hard news story IS then treate m 
the same manner, general features followed by the specific features of each .stage. In 
this manner, we can, as teachers, introduce the Japanese language from an mfonned 
position based on appropriate linguistic research on the nature of contemporary, 
authentic language use. 
Table 12: A sample curriculum statement for teaching of reading and writing of 
news stories in Japanese 
The hard and soft news stories: 
Lamruage features that need to be taught in seauenced order _ _ 
Shared, I. Simple past tense in the plain fonn -ta and dalla. For example, toso 
general shita, nakatta, okonawareta. . 
language 2. Ellipsis of predictable clause final verbs. For example, datta, Ita, 
features hajimaua, shita. . 
. I Th f t and place For example, MUO hi go;en, 3. Circumstanlla emes 0 line . 
hobo =enkokuteki ni. 
4. Episodic dependent clauses of time as Theme. For example, using 
clause endings like - totan, to. 
The soft news storY 
General I. The language of description, such as the ~opula ver~, da.. . 
language 
features 
Language 
features 
specific to 
each stage 
2. Linear and continuous patterns of thematic progression wlthm and 
between stages. 
Headline 
Clause complex as Headline, such as {Clause I -te, Clause 2]. 
Orientation 
1. Open ing Theme is new. For example, mikka wa. 
2. Opening Rheme is given. For e~ample, setslIbll.n. 
3 Single and multiple circumstantial Themes of lime and pl~ce: 4: Language of description: copula verb da , adjectives. classify ing nouns. 
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Language 
features 
specific to 
each stage 
(cont.) 
Event desc ription 
I. Opening Theme is a circumstance. 
2. The language of recounting, such as action verbs in the past tense. 
3. Participants introduced in Rhemes. 
4. Actions of participants located in Rhemes. 
5. Episodic dependent clauses as Theme interspersed between rhematic 
actions of the participants. 
Comment 
Use of adverbs and adjectives to present writer'S comment. 
HTbe bard Dews story 
General I . Satellites function to either recount the order of events or report on the 
language event. 
features 2. Language of recounting (use of material processes) and reporting (use 
of relational and existential processes). 
Language 
fcatures 
spec ific to 
each stage 
Conclusion 
J. Continuous and deri ved patterns of thematic progression within stages. 
4. No patterns of thematic progression between stages. 
Headline 
A two-part headline with Part 2 elaborating Part 1; Part I is a nominal 
group, while Part 2 is a clause complex, such as (nominal group: clause 
complex). 
Lead development satellites 
1. Each satell ite opens with a circumstantial Theme. 
2. The kind of circumstantial Themc depends on the function of the 
satellite. For example, a recounting satellite begins with an episodic 
dependent clause of lime; a reporting satellite begins with a 
circumstance of angle. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Participants are typically newly introduced in Ihe Rhemes. 
Participant Themes are typically 'given '. 
Rhemes are typically 'new'. 
This paper set out to present the results of a study on newspaper genres in Japanese. 
This study was essentia lly a case study of three different news stories, each from a 
different genre. Whi le it would be presumptuous to state that the features oflhese three 
lexts are shared by all texts in their respective genres, it is reasonable to speculate that 
these texis may have features that are simi lar to other texts within the same genre. It is 
on this basis that generalisations have been made and represented using GSP notation. 
This process has enabled a comparison oftbe genres in English and Japanese, showino 
which genres are similar and which arc not. If we add to this a knowledge of th~ 
general language features of each genre and the specific features within each stage, as 
teachers, we can use this new understanding to assist us to develop more appropriate 
curricu la for reading and writing, and to guide the development of learning/teaching 
resources for our classes based on authentic, contemporary Japanese language use. 
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Appendix A: News editorial 
(Japanese) 
Keizai kislliidai - keisallki kara zlIIIii e 
Onsei ninshiki 110 gijlllSIt wa Slide ni 
nijul1en rai, seiryokuleki n; Icaihatsll sare, 
;ehibll dewa kanari hayaku kara 
jitsllyoka sarete irll. Shikashi nakanaka 
hllkyii. shinai. Wiipuro ni ki olalaite 
bl/nsM a nyury'okl! Sllrl/ no de nakl/, 
shabeJ/e SOIlO mama bunsho ga lIehi 
dasarereba kiwi ni yowai hito wa 
6dasllkar; na no da ga. 
Kono onse; llil1shiki ni. yubo na 
gijlltsu ga armvarela. Nyliro to fa)ii de 
arl/. Hilaehisei sakllsho wa nyuro 
komkopyiilii lofa);i rirOfl 0 kumiaswaseta 
atarashi ollsei ninshiki gijlllS /I a kaihatslt 
sh;la. Shabel'll Iwtoba 110 oto no tokueho 
a nyliro de 'gakushli' sase, ippij. nan no 
Ieotoba de (lrll lea no hantei 0 Sllrll no ni 
fa)U 0 riy6 suru. 
Kono nyiiro to fa)ii wa jura; no 
Ieompyiilii 10 kihonteki ni IwlOllafle iro. 
Jurai no mono wa nanjukJcai, nal1-
byalwkai to shigoto 0 sasete mo, maika; 
ya,." kolo wa maltakll kawaranai. 
Tsumar; 'gakllshu ' nado to ilta Ieoto wa 
=en=en ddina;. Tokoro ga nyiiro wa, 
nyuron (shinkei saib6) Jwra kila kOloba 
ga arawasu yO ni 'gakushu' ga dekirll. 
Sore wa onset no hambetsli to itta mono 
ni muite ile, ka::uoku kurileaesu hodo 
shidai ni seido a agatfe kUrl/. 
Mata, )flrai no Iwmpylitii wa 
seikaku-muhi de arll. To ill koto wa, 
aimai na lIIono wa matlaku uketsllkenai. 
Kore ni taishi,fa);; wa aima; to ill im; de 
art, fiifii IeompYlitii wa siiji de kitehir; 10 
arawasenai mono mo atsukaeru no de 
aru. 
Kono nyt.iro to fa)i; de kampyutii 
wa okilcll /wlvalle itll. Seilealal-mllhi de 
ar;, nanjllkkai. l1all-byakllJwi yarasete 
mo kanarlClI olla)i kolo 0 yarll to ill no 
wa, )Iirai no kampylitii 110 ehOsho de atta 
ga, sore wa dOli ni kellen de mo alta. 
Kangaete mireba "ingen wa, 
alma, ni omake til (a1sllo 0 torae, 
sama=ama n; shori shi, maehigae nagara 
mo, 'gakushu ' shile shida; n; Jcashikokll 
naru. NYliro 10 faji; ni yoru ollSei 
ninshilci no gijlllSIl ga kalcurilsu sureba, 
Ieompyula 11'(1 yori ningen ni ehika=uile 
kuru flO de ari, SOIlO yOlO wa iehdan 10 
Icakudai suru dora. 
Appendix B: News editorial 
(English) 
Economic forecast - from the 
calculator to the brain. 
The technique of voice recognition has 
been intensively developcd ovcr the past 
20 years and has been utilised by a 
section of the community since the early 
days. But it has not really become 
popular. Rather than entering text by 
hining keys on the word processor, text 
is registered through speech, thereby 
helping techno-phobic people. 
A promising new technology 
has appeared for voice recognition. It is 
neuro-like and fuzzy. Hitachi 
Manufacturing developed this new 
voice-recognition technology, which 
combines the theories of neuro-
processing and fuzzy logic. They have 
made computers learn the characteristics 
of the sounds of spoken language by 
neuro-processing and then, the computer 
uses fuzzy logic to judge which word is 
which. 
This neuro technology and fuzzy 
logic differs fundamentally from current 
computer technology. Current computer 
technology will do the same each time, 
no matter how many times you tell it 10 
do something. In other words, it cannot 
' learn'. Neuro-computers, however, can 
' learn' in the same way that language 
originates from neurons. They are suited 
for vOice distinction and the more 
repetition there is, the more accurate they 
become. 
Furthennore, current computer 
technology is super-accurate. In other 
words, amblgUlty IS not accepted at all. 
r 
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Contrary to current technology, 
fuzzy means ambiguity and fuzzy 
computers can manage things which 
aren't expressed precisely by numbers. 
Due to neuro-technology and 
fuzzy logic, computers are going to 
change considerably. They have been 
designed to be super-accurate and so, the 
fact that no matter how many times they 
do something, they do it the same way 
every time is a strong point of previous 
computer technology but, it is at the 
same time, a weakness. 
When you think about it, peop le 
take hold of a broad phenomenon, deal 
with it in a variety of ways, and learning 
as they go, gradually become wiser. If 
voice-recogn ition technology which 
depends on fuzzy logic and neuro-
processing is established, computers will 
be more like people and their role is 
li kely to expand a notch. 
Appendix C: Hard news story 
(Japanese) 
Gillko IIi Tanjii G% : Sampatsll 
llasslla, 200 mall-ell ubatte loso 
Tsuitachi gozen ku.,}i gojllgo-hlln goro, 
Hulali-shi Kasuga-chO 238-1 . Hukill' 
Ginko Kosuga shiten :: Kat6 tomomasa 
shiten-chO (44) "" ni, sanjllssai gurai no 
kuro sangllrasll no otoleo ga kyaku 0 
yOSO/le hairikomi, rai/ellchll no dashi 
llagaki~chO Shimonawate, shuhll, 
Sugawara Kimiyo·son(30) 0 IIshiro Jcara 
ikinari hagai jime IIi shita lie, kaUII/O 
chilo ni i/o suila gakar; no Yoshino 
Toshiyuki-san (29) ni pisll/oru 0 milke, 
"Kane 0 dase, hayaku dose" /0 odoshita. 
YoshhlO·san ga odoroife 
tachiagalla tolall, pislllorli 0 sampatSIi 
hassha, uchi ippalsu wa yakll 5 meloru 
hallareta Yoshino-san no /sukue no lie no 
genkin IIJcezara ni mechU. Holco no 
nihatsu wa Icobe IIi alalia. Yoshino·san 
ga soha ni atta ichiman-en no satsutaba 
hlitatSIl (leei 200 man--ell, obihiitsuki) 0 
leal/lifO ni okll 10, %leo wa "katchi ni 
hore" 10 kaimonobllkuro 0 nageleomi, 
satSlltaba 0 ire/e, nagelcoeshita lotan, 
otoko 11'0 hllkuro 0 lI'oshi=llkami ni shite, 
omo/e ni lobidashi. doshi/en nishigawa 
ni /ome/e alia joyasho de laso shita. 
DOshi/ell II/a Ka/a Shilell-chiira 
Jcijill hachinin Uchi,josei sannin. HankO 
toji shiten na; ni II/a sanllin no kyaku ga 
ila ga, !eganin II/a nakaI/a. Hannin ga 
shinnyzl shi/e toso Sllru made yaku gOhl1l1 
kan datta. 
Hl/kl/i-ken kei 110 shirabe de IVa 
hannin wa shincho 175 senchi kurai, 
haiiro 110 shatSIl 0 kite ori, shiroi /ozallba 
o lcabllte ita. 
Appendix D: Hard news story 
(English) 
Armed ba nk robbery: Three shots 
fired, robbers stole two million ye n 
and fl ed. 
On the 1st of this month at about 9:55 am, 
at the Kasuga branch of the Fukui Bank 
238~1 Kasuga City, managed by Katoh 
Tomomasa (44), a man about 30 years 
old disguised as a customer and wearing 
black sunglasses entered the bank. He 
grabbed Mrs Kimiyo Sugawara, a 
housewife from Fukui City ltagaki-cho 
Shimonawate who was in the bank at the 
time, and poi nted a gun at Mr Yoshino 
Toshiyuki (29), a bank clerk who was 
behind the counter, demanding, 'Hand 
oyer the money, and fas t!' 
When Mr Yoshino stood up in 
surprise, the robber fi red the gun three 
times. One of the three bullets hit the 
cash tray on Mr Yoshino's desk, which 
was about 5 m away. The other two 
bullets hit the wal\. Mr Yoshino put two 
piles of cash (totalling two million yen) 
on the counter, and the man threw him a 
shopping bag saying, 'Put the money in 
here'. Mr Yosh ino put the money in the 
bag and hurled it back. The man 
snatched it and ran out of the bank. 
escaping in a car wh ich was parked on 
the western s ide of the bank. 
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In the bank there were eight 
people including the manager. Of these 
three were women. In the bank at the 
time of the robbery, there were three 
customers but there weren't any injured 
people. The time it took for the man to 
enter and escape was within about five 
minutes. 
According to the Fukui 
Prefectural Policc, the suspect was about 
175 cm tall, was weari ng a grey shirt and 
a white hik ing hat. 
Appendix E: Soft news story 
(Japanese) 
S amusa Yurlllule Se/suh"n 
Mikka lI'a setsllbllfl. Hobo zellkokuleki ni 
aozol'a ga hirogari samusa mo Yllrllnde 
tsiikinJeyakli no lIaka l1i wa koto 0 nl/ide 
Ie l1i motsu hito 1110. Kono yoki 110 naka, 
zenkokll kakuchi no ji,yo ya otera de wa 
selsubun-sai no gy6ji ga l1igiyaka ni 
okol1uworeta. 
TokyO Asakusa no Sensaji de wa 
/COOO hi gozen, Sensoji Yi5chien 110 enji IIi 
yoru mamemaki ga oleonawareta. 
Etljihllkll '10 lie ni kamishimo 0 kileonda 
enji 570 lIin I\.'a gozen jiiji ni 
Kaminarimoll mae ni seizoroi. Nakamise 
DOri 0 lIigiyaka ni kOshin shite Sensoji 
honda mae de mallie no haitta masll 0 
morai, sensei no "byok; ya kega 0 motte 
kurll ol1i no genki yokll faij; shimasM" to 
ill setsllbun no hanashi 0 kila alo iyoiyo 
mamemaki. "/10, lIO" 10 i/l oni no koe 110 
haitta tiJpll ga "agarer" 10 shokuill go 
hunshita aka-oni, ao-olli ga hariko no 
lcanabo 0 molle lojo. Issei ni enji Jeara 
"oni wa sofo, h/lku was l/chi" no !we ga 
agalla. Chileara ippai nageta marne wa 
pachipachi to tokimi yokll oni ni atari, 
olli wa uosao shifa agelal, kOsan. Yoi 
shita 78 kiro 110 mame mo Sllgu ni 
nakunlllla. 
Appendix F: Soft news story 
(English) 
T he cold cases and it is Setsubull 
The 3rd February was the bean-throwing 
festival. Throughout the entire country 
blue skies had spread and the cold too 
had eased and so within the commuting 
public there were people who were 
removing their coats and holding them. 
In this climate, at temples and shrines 
throughout each district, the bean-
throw ing festival celebrations were 
joyously held. 
At Tokyo Asakusa SensoD 
Temple, that morni ng, bean-throwing by 
the Sensoo Temple's kindergarten 
ch ildren was he ld. 570 children wearing 
the kamishimo over their uni forms 
assembled at lOam, in front of the 
Kaminari Gale. They marched joyously 
along Nakamise Street and received a 
container of beans at the front of the 
Sensoo Temple building, and after 
listening to the teachers' Setsubun chant, 
'Let's extenninate the devils who bring 
illness and injury', fina lly, bean· 
throwing began. When they heard the 
tape that contained the voices of the 
devils saying, '00, 00', red and blue 
devils (who were staff disguised) 
appeared, carrying pap ieHnache rods. 
Altogether the children said, 'Out with 
the devil, and in with good fortunc'. The 
beans, which they threw vigorously, hit 
the devils point blank and after they ran 
here and there, they surrendered . The 78 
kg of prepared beans also quick ly 
disappeared. 
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